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Abstract

Genetically introducing novel chemical bonds into proteins provides innovative avenues for 

biochemical research, protein engineering, and biotherapeutic applications. Recently, latent 

bioreactive unnatural amino acids (Uaas) have been incorporated into proteins to covalently target 

natural residues through proximity-enabled reactivity. Aryl fluorosulfate is particularly attractive 

due to its exceptional biocompatibility and multi-targeting capability via SuFEx reaction. Thus far, 

fluorosulfate-L-tyrosine (FSY) is the only aryl fluorosulfate-containing Uaa that has been 

genetically encoded. FSY has a relatively rigid and short side chain, which restricts the diversity of 

proteins targetable and the scope of applications. Here we designed and genetically encoded a new 

latent bioreactive Uaa, fluorosulfonyloxybenzoyl-L-lysine (FSK), in E. coli and mammalian cells. 

Due to its long and flexible aryl fluorosulfate-containing side chain, FSK was particularly useful in 

covalently linking protein sites that are unreachable with FSY, both intra- and inter-molecularly, in 
vitro and in live cells. In addition, we created covalent nanobodies that irreversibly bound to 

EGFR receptors on cells, with FSK and FSY targeting distinct positions on EGFR to counter 

potential mutational resistance. Moreover, we established the use of FSK and FSY for genetically 

encoded chemical cross-linking to capture elusive enzyme-substrate interactions in live cells, 

allowing us to target residues aside from Cys and to cross-link at the binding periphery. FSK 

complements FSY to expand target diversity and versatility. Together, they provide a powerful, 

genetically encoded, latent bioreactive SuFEx system for creating covalent bonds in diverse 

proteins in vitro and in vivo, which will be widely useful for biological research and applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Protein side chains can spontaneously form a covalent linkage only via cysteine residues. 

This natural barrier has been broken in recent years by the addition of genetically encoded, 

latent bioreactive unnatural amino acids (Uaas) into proteins. Latent bioreactive Uaas can 

specifically form covalent bonds with nearby natural residues via proximity-enabled 

reactivity.1,2 A collection of bioreactive Uaas containing halogen, acrylamide, vinyl sulfone, 

aryl carbamate, fluorosulfate, or quinone methide moieties have been genetically encoded to 

target Cys, Lys, His, Tyr, and other nucleophilic residues.3–8 When engineered to form 

intramolecular linkages, these new covalent bonds have been used to enhance various 

protein properties such as fluorescence photon output and thermal stability, as well as to 

photo-modulate protein structure and function.1,3,9–11 Covalent linkages can also be formed 

between proteins, which has been exploited to capture weak and transient protein 

interactions for identification and analysis.12,13

Among the bioreactive functional groups, aryl fluorosulfate is of particular interest due to its 

exceptional biocompatibility, proximity-dependent reactivity, and multi-targeting capability.
1415161718 It is an excellent latent group which does not indiscriminately react with non-

interacting proteins, but reacts efficiently with nucleophilic residues including His, Lys, and 

Tyr only when they are located in close proximity in vitro and in live cells.7 We recently 

genetically encoded fluorosulfate-L-tyrosine (FSY) as the first Uaa containing aryl 

fluorosulfate, and demonstrated its use for creating protein cross-links and generating 

covalent protein drugs for in vivo cancer immunotherapy.7,19 Nonetheless, as a tyrosine 

derivative, FSY has a relatively rigid side chain with a length that is similar to canonical 

amino acids. It has been shown to have a limited reaction radius, which does not allow it to 

cross-link a target residue located further away in space. Therefore, for a given target 

protein, the choice of targetable positions near the protein interaction interface is restricted, 

significantly hindering the general applicability and, when developing a covalent protein 

drug, the potential to counter mutational resistance with multiple distinct covalent protein 

binders. In addition, genetically encoded chemical cross-linking (GECX) has great potential 
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for the identification of unknown weak and transient protein-protein interactions in live cells 

and in vivo. The principle of GECX was initially proven using haloalkane Uaas encoded in 

the binding site of an enzyme to covalently target Cys residues on substrate proteins.13 

However, free Cys is rare among proteins, and incorporating a Uaa at the binding site may 

interfere with the protein-protein interaction, limiting the power and scope of GECX. Due to 

its distinct ability to target multiple nucleophilic residues via the SuFEx reaction, an aryl 

fluorosulfate group would offer a unique solution to this limitation. Incorporation of an aryl 

fluorosulfate-containing latent bioreactive Uaa with a long, flexible side chain into the 

periphery of a binding site would allow for the targeting of a wider range of substrates with 

different nucleophilic residues without interfering with the binding of the two proteins.

To maximize the capability of using aryl fluorosulfate for generating covalent bonds for 

various proteins, here we designed and genetically encoded a new latent bioreactive Uaa, 

fluorosulfonyloxybenzoyl-L-lysine (FSK), which bears an aliphatic side chain extended 

beyond the length of canonical amino acid side chains, offering greater flexibility and longer 

reaction distance than FSY. We showed that, for various proteins in E. coli and mammalian 

cells, FSK enabled the formation of covalent linkages both intra- and intermolecularly, 

whereas FSY was unable to form the same linkages. We generated covalent nanobodies to 

irreversibly bind with native EGFR receptors on mammalian cell surfaces, and FSK was able 

to target EGFR positions that were distinct from FSY, creating different covalent nanobody 

variants. Furthermore, we demonstrated that SuFEx via FSY and FSK incorporation at 

peripheral sites on an enzyme could be harnessed for GECX in live cells, which directly 

captured unknown substrate proteins onto the enzyme in E. coli for identification, 

significantly expanding the ability to study elusive protein interactions in their native 

settings via biocompatible chemistry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design and genetic incorporation of FSK into proteins

To afford flexibility and long reaction radius to aryl fluorosulfate, we designed FSK by 

attaching the aryl fluorosulfate group, which is critical for the biocompatibility and SuFEx 

reactivity, to the Lys backbone (Figure 1a). As opposed to FSY, FSK contains a side chain 

extended beyond the canonical amino acids, making it able to reach target residues at 

various positions and radii from the protein binding interface. We then evolved an 

orthogonal tRNA/synthetase pair to incorporate FSK in response to the TAG codon via 

genetic code expansion,20 using directed evolution strategies described previously.21,22 A 

Methanomethylophilus alvus PylRS synthetase mutant library was constructed and subjected 

to several rounds of selection. Four hits were identified which could efficiently incorporate 

FSK into the enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP), rendering cells green fluorescent. 

Among them, hit 1 (Y126G/M129A/V168F/H227T/Y228P/L229I) incorporated FSK into 

EGFP at both 18 °C and 30 °C with highest efficiency, and thus was named as FSKRS 

(Figure S1, S2). Western blot analysis of EGFP (182TAG) expression also showed that full-

length EGFP was produced by FSKRS only when FSK was added to the growth media 

(Figure S3). We further tested FSK incorporation into the superfolder GFP (sfGFP) at 

permissive site 2 and site 151. At both positions, strong sfGFP fluorescence was detected 
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when FSK was added to the growth media, in comparison to control samples without FSK 

(Figure S4), confirming the specificity of FSKRS for the incorporation of FSK. To evaluate 

the incorporation fidelity, we incorporated FSK into a small protein, ubiquitin (Ub), at 

position 6 and measured the intact mass of the purified protein with ESI-MS. The measured 

molecular weight of 9590.1 Da matched well with the theoretical value (9589.9 Da), and no 

other peaks corresponding to natural amino acid misincorporation were identified, indicating 

the high fidelity of FSK incorporation by the evolved FSKRS (Figure 1b, 1c, Figure S5).

FSK enables inter-protein cross-linking at distances unreachable with FSY in cells

We investigated the reaction distance preference for FSY and FSK when they were 

incorporated into proteins and reacting with nucleophilic natural residues in proximity via 

SuFEx reaction (Figure 2a). At the energy minimized state, the distance between the Cα and 

the F atom was 9.0 Å for FSY and 13.8 Å for FSK (Figure 2b). Using these lengths as a 

guide, we tested their inter-protein cross-linking ability on the E. coli glutathione transferase 

(ecGST), a homodimeric protein. FSY or FSK was first incorporated into site 103 of ecGST 

at the dimer interface, near which His106 and Lys107 of the other monomer were potential 

target residues. Based on the ecGST crystal structure,23 the Cα of residue 103 is 7.8 Å from 

the Nδ atom of His106 and 6.0 Å from the Nε atom of Lys107. Significant ecGST dimeric 

cross-linking was found when FSY was incorporated, but no apparent dimeric cross-linking 

was detected when FSK was incorporated (Figure S6), suggesting that FSK was not suitable 

to target nucleophilic residues located too close in the restricted space of the dimer interface.

We next tested the ability of FSK to cross-link target residues that were too far for FSY to 

reach. We chose to incorporate FSY or FSK at site Glu65 of ecGST, around which multiple 

nucleophilic residues (Lys93, Tyr100, Lys132, Tyr135) reside with a distance to the Cα of 

Glu65 spanning from 9.2 to 13.3 Å (Figure 2c). This distance should be favorable for FSK to 

react but too far for FSY. Indeed, after incorporating FSY or FSK into site 65, we found that 

FSK induced significant ecGST dimeric cross-linking but FSY did not (Figure 2d). We also 

incorporated FSK or FSY into position 86 of ecGST, with residues Tyr92 and Tyr72 located 

9.5 Å and 11.3 Å away, respectively (Figure S7a). Similar results were obtained: FSK cross-

linked ecGST to form the dimer, while FSY incorporated at the same position did not induce 

apparent cross-linking (Figure S7b).

In addition to cross-linking the homodimeric ecGST, we also compared the cross-linking 

abilities of FSY and FSK in a hetero protein interaction complex. E. coli thioredoxin (Trx) 

interacts with 3’-phosphoadenosine-5’-phosphosulfate (PAPS) reductase. We previously 

found that FSY incorporated at site 60 of E. coli Trx could not efficiently cross-link Trx with 

PAPS reductase.7 Examining the structure of Trx in complex with PAPS showed that the 

nearest possible target residue was His242 of PAPS, which was 12.2 Å away from the Cα of 

residue 60 of Trx.24 We therefore tested whether incorporating FSK at the same site would 

improve the cross-linking efficiency due to the long flexible arm of FSK. As could be 

expected, while only faint cross-linking was detectable for FSY, FSK enabled a robust cross-

linking between Trx and PAPS reductase as visualized via Western blot (Figure S8).

Next, we asked which nucleophilic natural residues FSK could react with. We tested its 

residue specificity using a residue pair Ala97 and Lys44 of sjGST protein, which has a 
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distance of 11.7 Å between the Cα of Ala97 and the Nε of Lys44.24 We generated a series 

of mutants by mutating Lys44 into His, Tyr, Ala, Ser, or Thr, and incorporated FSK into 

position 97 (Figure 2e). Western blot analysis showed that FSK cross-linked with His, Tyr, 

and Lys residues, forming a stable sjGST dimer (Figure 2f). As previously reported, FSY 

also forms stable cross-links with His, Tyr, and Lys.7 The consistent reactivity of FSY and 

FSK is expected since they both contain the same aryl fluorosufate group. Moreover, we also 

incorporated FSY at site 97 into these mutants but did not observe any apparent dimeric 

sjGST cross-linking (Figure 2f), further corroborating the difference in reactivity radii 

between FSK and FSY. Taken together, FSK possessed the same multi-targeting reaction 

specificity as FSY and enabled protein cross-linking at distances unreachable with FSY.

FSK enables covalent bonding of proteins intramolecularly

Genetically introducing intramolecular cross-linking within a peptide or protein is an 

innovative way to staple or bridge protein residues and can allow for the engineering of 

properties such as thermostability and cell permeability.3,25 Current methods mainly rely on 

disulfide bond formation between two Cys residues or targeting the thiol group of Cys with a 

halogen or a Michael receptor installed on a bioreactive Uaa.2 This greatly limits the number 

of configurations that can be created for the cross-linked peptides or proteins. Since FSK 

reacts with multiple nucleophilic residues that are more abundant in proteins than Cys, and 

has a longer reaction arm that allows it to access different configurations, we reasoned that 

FSK would expand the diversity of cross-linking patterns for genetically encoded 

intramolecular cross-links of proteins.

As a proof of concept, we investigated the intramolecular cross-linking ability of FSK using 

Ub. We incorporated FSK into position 18 of Ub, which is proximal to Lys29 (Figure 3a).26 

Mass spectrometric analysis of the intact protein showed a major peak (75% in intensity) 

with a mass loss of 20 Da, suggesting the successful formation of an intramolecular cross-

link (Figure 3b). To determine whether the cross-linking occurred between FSK and Lys29 

as predicted from the crystal structure of Ub, we further trypsin digested the cross-linked Ub 

(18FSK) and analyzed the digested sample with tandem mass spectrometry in high 

resolution. The cross-linked peptide was identified, and a series of b and y ions of the cross-

linked peptide unambiguously indicated that FSK18 reacted with Lys29 in Ub (Figure 3c). 

Aside from this cross-linked peptide, we also identified the intact FSK-incorporated peptide 

(Figure S9), which did not react with other peptides randomly, indicating the high specificity 

of FSK in generating intramolecular protein cross-links.

FSK and FSY incorporated into nanobodies enable the covalent targeting of native EGFR 
receptor at different positions

The ability to covalently target native receptors on cells and in vivo with various protein 

binders such as antibodies and nanobodies would afford powerful avenues for imaging, 

diagnostics, and therapeutics.25, 19, 27 EGFR is a valuable marker for various cancers, so we 

aimed to covalently target it with nanobodies. Since FSK and FSY have different reaction 

distances, we should be able to target different positions of EGFR by incorporating FSK or 

FSY into the nanobody at different sites. Based on the crystal structure of nanobody 7D12 in 

complex with EGFR,28 we predicted that incorporation of FSK into site Ser31 of nanobody 
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7D12 would potentially enable it to cross-link with His359 of EGFR, as the distance from 

the Cα of Ser31 to the Nδ atom of His359 is 12.7 Å (Figure 4a). Similarly, incorporation of 

FSY into site Tyr109 of nanobody 7D12 should target Lys443 of EGFR, which has a 

distance of 8.1 Å from the Cα of Tyr109 to the Nε atom of Lys443 (Figure 4a). This 

distance would be too close to work for FSK. The two target sites His359 and Lys443 are 

located at different positions on EGFR (Figure 4a).

To test these predictions, we incorporated FSK into 7D12 in E. coli and isolated 7D12 

(31FSK) in high purity (Figure S10). Full-length 7D12 nanobody was obtained only when 

FSK was added in growth media during expression, and mass spectrometric analysis of the 

purified nanobody confirmed that only FSK was incorporated in high fidelity (Figure 4b). 

We next assessed cross-linking in vitro by incubating 7D12 (31FSK) with EGFR. SDS-

PAGE analysis of the incubated samples showed that the EGFR gel band up-shifted almost 

completely after incubation with 7D12 (31FSK) but not with 7D12 (WT) (Figure 4c, Figure 

S11). This up-shifted band was confirmed to be the covalent cross-linking of EGFR with the 

nanobody 7D12 (31FSK) in Western blot analysis (Figure 4d). In addition, we analyzed the 

incubation sample with high resolution tandem MS, which unambiguously confirmed that 

FSK incorporated at site 31 of 7D12 cross-linked with His359 of EGFR as predicted (Figure 

4e). These results indicate that nanobody 7D12 (31FSK) cross-linked EGFR in high 

efficiency. In contrast, at site 109 with a shorter cross-linking distance, EGFR was cross-

linked by 7D12 (109FSY) but not by 7D12 (109FSK) in SDS-PAGE and Western blot 

analysis (Figure 4c, 4d). These cross-linking results were consistent with our predications, 

suggesting that structural distances in combination with FSY/FSK reaction distances would 

be valuable guidance for rational engineering of FSY/FSK-mediated covalent linkages.

Furthermore, we also assessed the ability of 7D12 (31FSK) to cross-link native EGFR 

receptors expressed on cancer cell surface. A431, a human epidermoid carcinoma cell line, 

was incubated with 7D12 (31FSK) or 7D12 (WT). As expected, Western blot analysis of the 

cell lysates indicated that 7D12 (WT) could not cross-link with the cells, while 7D12 

(31FSK) covalently cross-linked with EGFR robustly, with the cross-linking efficiency 

increased with incubation time from 1 to 8 h (Figure 4f). Together, these results demonstrate 

that FSK and FSY can act as complements to each other when designing nanobodies with 

efficient cross-linking abilities at different reaction distances. The irreversible binding of 

nanobodies to the EGFR receptor through cross-linking distinct sites of the receptor holds 

great promise for creating novel protein-based diagnostics and therapeutics that work 

covalently.

FSK incorporation and protein cross-linking via SuFEx in mammalian cells

To show the potential application of FSK in mammalian cells, we tested FSK incorporation 

and in vivo cross-linking in human HeLa cells. Plasmid pNEU-FSKRS expressing the 

FSKRS and tRNAPyl was transfected into the HeLa-EGFP (182TAG) reporter cells.29 

Suppression of the 182TAG codon of the genome-integrated EGFP gene would produce full-

length EGFP, rendering cells green fluorescent. Strong EGFP fluorescence was observed 

from cells using confocal microscopy only when FSK was added to the cell culture (Figure 

5a). Western blot analysis of cell lysates using anti-EGFP antibody also showed that full-
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length EGFP was produced only in cells fed with FSK (Figure 5b), suggesting successful 

FSK incorporation into EGFP in HeLa cells.

We next explored the ability of FSK to allow protein cross-linking in a mammalian cellular 

environment. Plasmid pNEU-FSKRS was co-transfected into HEK293T cells with plasmid 

pcDNA 3.1 expressing ecGST(WT), ecGST(86TAG), or ecGST(86TAG/92A), and cells 

were grown in the presence of 1 mM FSK (Figure 5c). Cell lysates were analyzed via 

Western blot to detect ecGST dimeric cross-linking. As shown in Figure 5d, incorporation of 

FSK into site 86 of ecGST successfully led to ecGST dimeric cross-linking, which was not 

observed in the control ecGST (WT) and was drastically reduced in ecGST (86TAG/92A) 

wherein one target site Tyr92 was mutated to Ala (Figure S7a). These results indicate that 

FSK could be incorporated into proteins in a mammalian system using the evolved FSKRS 

and further used for protein cross-linking in mammalian cells.

Identification of Trx interactome in E. coli via FSY or FSK-mediated chemical cross-linking

Previously, haloalkane-containing Uaas were incorporated into the active site of an enzyme 

to probe its substrate proteins, but were only able to target conserved cysteines on the 

substrates. Since FSK and FSY can target Lys, His, and Tyr residues, we reasoned that they 

could be used to capture a broader range of interacting proteins that lack Cys but have Lys, 

His, or Tyr at the interaction interface. In addition, FSY and FSK can be incorporated at the 

periphery of the binding interface, rather than in the active site or inside the binding 

interface to minimize potential interference with the protein interaction under study. To 

further investigate the reaction distance preference of FSK and FSY in a complex protein 

environment, we explored their application in identifying unknown substrates of an enzyme 

in live cells via genetically encoded chemical cross-linking (GECX) (Figure. 6a).

Specifically, we incorporated FSK or FSY into site 59 or site 62 of thioredoxin (Trx) in E. 
coli cells. These two sites are away from the Trx active site and likely located in the 

periphery of the binding interface of Trx and its substrate proteins (Figure 6b). When 

incorporated at site 59 of Trx, both FSY and FSK dramatically reduced Trx expression in E. 
coli, suggesting that site 59 did not tolerate mutation well. Consequently, few cross-linking 

bands were detected (Figure 6c). In contrast, site 62 was permissive for mutation, and both 

FSK- and FSY-incorporated Trx cross-linked substantially more potential substrate proteins 

(Fig. 6c). These cross-linked proteins were pulled down, digested with trypsin, and analyzed 

with tandem mass spectrometry. From analysis of cross-linked proteins, we identified 12 

substrate proteins for Trx from both the Trx(FSK) sample and the Trx(FSY) sample (Figure 

6d). All identified proteins had either Lys, His, or Tyr cross-linked with the Uaa (Figure S12, 

S13), showing that they directly bind with Trx. Among these substrate proteins, AHPC, 

TPX, SDHA, HPTG, CH10 are well known Trx substrates previously reported.30,31 There 

are a few overlapped substrates of Trx when using FSK or FSY, such as DNAK, APHC, and 

TPX. However, for the same substrate protein AHPC and DNAK, FSK and FSY cross-

linked to different residues (Figure 6d), a result which is consistent with their different 

reaction radii. Aside from these overlapping substrate proteins, FSK and FSY, when 

incorporated into Trx, each captured 9 distinct substrates (Figure 6d). These results 

demonstrate that both FSY and FSK can be used for GECX in live cells, showing distinct 
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and complementary abilities in identifying substrate proteins in a complex protein 

environment.

CONCLUSIONS

We report the development of a new aryl fluorosulfate-containing latent bioreactive Uaa, 

FSK, for covalent bonding of protein residues via proximity-enabled SuFEx reaction in vitro 
and in cells. Where the previously developed FSY could not generate covalent cross-linking 

due to its shorter reaction radius and relatively rigid side chain, FSK enabled efficient 

covalent linkage via its longer and more flexible side chain. This expansion allows a 

significantly broader range of protein sites to be covalently connected, making this 

technology generally applicable to various proteins. In addition to inter-protein cross-

linking, FSK could also be used for intramolecular cross-linking, which will greatly expand 

the diversity of cross-linking patterns, such as protein bridges and protein staples,3,11,25 to 

facilitate the engineering of novel protein properties.

We successfully incorporated FSY and FSK into nanobodies and converted them into 

covalent binders for EGFR, which irreversibly bound to EGFR in vitro and on cancer cell 

surfaces. These covalent nanobodies may provide novel avenues for cancer imaging and 

therapeutics. In addition, FSK was able to target positions of EGFR different from those of 

FSY. Expanding the range of targetable positions on a protein of interest would be invaluable 

to cope with drug resistance through mutation, which often arises in cancer and infectious 

diseases.

We also established the use of FSY and FSK in GECX to target His, Lys, and Tyr residues of 

proteins in live cells. Compared with the initial GECX system, which targeted only Cys, 

FSY and FSK dramatically expand the type and number of proteins amenable to the GECX 

approach. Moreover, we further demonstrated that FSY and FSK could be incorporated at 

the binding periphery, rather than inside the binding interface, to capture protein-protein 

interactions. Incorporation at the periphery will less likely interfere with the protein 

interactions under study, and thus improve the efficiency and robustness of GECX. Both 

FSY and FSK could target His, Lys, and Tyr in proximity. The reactivity is dependent on the 

microenvironment where the residues are located and the relative orientation and distance of 

the residues. Due to such protein context dependence, so far we have not found a general 

trend in reactivity in relation to the target residue identity.

In summary, FSK complements FSY with a longer and more flexible side chain while 

maintaining a similarly exceptional multi-targeting ability and biocompatibility, leading to 

enhanced targeting diversity and versatility. Together, they serve as a powerful latent 

bioreactive system for creating covalent bonds via SuFEx chemistry for diverse proteins in 
vitro and in live cells, which will prove widely useful in basic biological studies as well as 

protein engineering and biotherapeutic applications.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Site-specific incorporation of FSK into proteins via genetic code expansion.
(a) Schematic illustration of FSK structure and incorporation via genetic code expansion. (b) 
SDS-PAGE of purified ubiquitin (6FSK). (c) Mass spectrum of the intact ubiquitin (6FSK). 

Theoretical molecular weight: 9589.9 Da; observed: 9590.1 Da.
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Figure 2. Genetically encoded FSK enables protein cross-linking at longer distances unreachable 
with FSY.
(a) Chemical structures of FSY and FSK, and schematic illustration of aryl fluorosulfate 

reacting with nucleophilic residues in proximity via SuFEx chemistry. (b) Reaction 

distances of FSY and FSK measured from the Cα to the F atom at their energy minimized 

states. (c) Crystal structure of ecGST (PDB code: 1A0F) showing the distances between 

Glu65 and the adjacent nucleophilic residues in yellow dotted lines. (d) Western blot 

analysis of ecGST dimeric cross-linking induced by FSY or FSK incorporated at site 65 of 

ecGST. (e) Crystal structure of sjGST (PDB code: 1Y6E) showing the distance between the 

Cα atoms of Lys 44 and Ala97). (f) Western blot analysis of sjGST dimeric cross-linking 

mediated by FSY or FSK. * indicates other proteins interacting with sjGST in E. coli.
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Figure 3. FSK-mediated intramolecular cross-linking in ubiquitin (Ub).
(a) Structure of Ub (PDB code: 1AAR) showing Glu18 for FSK incorporation to target 

Lys29. (b) ESI-MS of Ub (18FSK). The peak of 9587.9 Da corresponds to the intact 

Ub(18FSK) (calculated MW: 9587.9 Da). The peak of 9568.6 Da corresponds to the 

intramolecularly cross-linked Ub via FSK18 reacting with Lys29 and losing HF (calculated 

MW: 9567.9). The peak 9506.8 Da corresponds to Ub (18FSK) losing SO2F (calculated 

MW: 9506.9). (c) Tandem mass spectrum of the cross-linked peptide identified from the 

trypsin-digested Ub (18FSK), showing clearly that FSK (indicated with red U) reacted with 

Lys29 as designed.
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Figure 4. FSK enabled 7D12 nanobody to covalently target the EGFR receptor at positions 
different from FSY.
(a) Structure of nanobody 7D12 in complex with EGFR (PDB code: 4KRL), showing Ser31 

of 7D12 for FSK incorporation to target His359 of EGFR and Tyr109 for FSY incorporation 

to target Lys443 of EGFR. Distances are labeled between the Cα of the incorporation site to 

the nucleophilic N atom of the target residue. (b) ESI-MS analysis of 7D12 (31FSK) 

confirmed FSK incorporation in high fidelity. Calculated MW: 14673.1 Da (forming 1 pair 

of disulfide bond); measured MW: 14673.2 Da. (c) SDS-PAGE analysis of covalent cross-

linking of nanobody 7D12 with EGFR in vitro. (d) Western blot analysis of covalent cross-

linking of nanobody 7D12 with EGFR in vitro. Results for 7D12 (WT) control were shown 

in Figure S11. (e) Tandem mass spectrum of 7D12 (31FSK) incubation with EGFR 

confirmed that FSK (represented by U) of 7D12 nanobody cross-linked with His359 of 
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EGFR as designed. (f) Western blot analysis of nanobody 7D12 cross-linking with native 

EGFR expressed on A431 cell surface. Nanobody 7D12 (WT) or 7D12 (31FSK) was 

incubated with A431 cells for the indicated time periods, and cell lysates were 

immunoblotted with anti-His antibody to detect the nanobody 7D12.
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Figure 5. Genetic incorporation of FSK into proteins for protein cross-linking in mammalian 
cells.
(a) Fluorescence microscopic images of HeLa-EGFP (182TAG) reporter cells under 

different conditions. Cells were transfected with or without pNEU-FSKRS, and grown with 

or without 1 mM FSK. Top: bright field; bottom: EGFP fluorescence channel. (b) Western 

blot analysis of FSK incorporation into EGFP in HeLa cells. Samples from (a) were lysed 

and detected using an anti-EGFP antibody. GAPDH expression level was used as reference. 

(c) Schematic illustration of genetic incorporation of FSK into mammalian cells for protein 

cross-linking. (d) Western blot analysis of FSK-mediated ecGST cross-linking in 

mammalian cells. pNEU-FSKRS was co-transfected with pcDNA3.1-ecGST (WT), ecGST 

(86TAG), or ecGST (86TAG/92A) into HEK293T cells. The dimeric cross-linking of ecGST 

was detected using an anti-His antibody. GAPDH was used as a reference.
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Figure 6. FSK and FSY enable GECX in E. coli cells to capture and identify Trx substrates.
(a) Schematic illustration of using FSK or FSY to capture Trx substrate proteins through 

GECX in live cells followed with MS identification. (b) Trx structure (PDB 1XOB) showing 

the two active site Cys residues (Cys 32 and 35) and two selected peripheral sites (Asn59 

and Gln62) for FSK/FSY incorporation. (c) Western blot analysis of cell lysates of E. coli 
cells expressing the indicated Trx proteins. An anti-Hisx6 antibody was used to detect the 

Hisx6 tag appended at the C-terminus of Trx. (d) Identified substrate proteins of Trx and 

their peptides cross-linked by FSK or FSY. Red: cross-linked residues; Blue: Cys alkylated 

by 2-iodoacetamide.
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